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Implementing a pooled-testing routine in your school, 
business, organization or sports team can lead to better 
student outcomes, better mental health outcomes, 
increased sports performance and ultimately less fear 
and anxiety. 

Presented by: Ashley Rossi
Co-Founder, September Health
Ashley@Septemberhealth.com
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SEPTEMBER HEALTH 
WANTS TO KNOW

WHAT IS 
YOUR 

GAME PLAN
To manage Covid this season?



We Believe that TESTING
is the WINNING STRATEGY

Here’s why: 



WHO ARE WE? 
September Health believes there is never just one solution, or a one-size fits all 
strategy in a crisis. 

September Health was born out of a deep need for data-driven solutions to 
manage SARS-CoV2 the virus that causes Covid-19 within populations of people. 

September Health believes that there is no replacement for in-person learning. 

September Health believes that after-school activities like athletics, theater, art, 
music and more are critical for our children’s academic, 
social and mental health. 

When children are in school, parents go back to work. 
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Pooled Covid-19 Testing is: 
A tool in the toolbox 
Non-invasive, no side effects, and totally safe
All saliva-based, no swabs! 
A compliance manager or as Matt likes to say, “An insurance policy”
Fully HIPPA compliant
Find positive cases early (1-4 days ahead of infection
A pathway forward
Can help your personnel make data-driven decisions
Can help determine prevalence of infection 
Can lead towards going mask-less for kids
Can lessen fear and anxiety for kids, students, parents and staff
Can lead to better student outcomes
Can lead to better mental health outcomes
Can lead to better sports performances
Can reduce anxiety and fear! 

Testing is the SUPERIOR strategy
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WHAT IS POOLED TESTING?
Pooled Testing is a strategy to manage Covid-19 within a group of people

Pooled Testing using SalivaClear is completely non-invasive; no side 
effects, no needles, no swabs

Pooled Testing combines up to 24 saliva samples into one sample for faster 
and much more economical PCR testing, as low as $15 per student for 
school programs and just $20 per adult for private business*

Samples are pooled at the lab in Brooklyn, New York where the turnaround 
time upon receipt is within 24 hours.

Pooled Testing is an on-going routine that can help prevent Covid 
outbreaks and find infection early (1-4 days ahead of time)

Pooled Testing can help you to stay open and running because you are 
effectively managing Covid risk.

* Pricing for students is $360 per pool of 24

* Pricing for adults or private businesses is $480 per pool of 24
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HOW IT WORKS
Your Hive is your people, break into teams of 24

Appoint your Queen Bee, who coordinates tests 
and results

Drones are consenting parents and/or support 
to the Queen

Honeybees get back to work

September Health is your Customer Service 
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POOLED COVID-19 RT-PCR
Testing with SalivaClear Steps: 

1 2 3

COLLECT
Collect a saliva sample for 
each person in the group. 
Samples are tested. If the 
results are negative, the 

group is clear

TEST
If the test from Stage 1 is 
positive, the group will be 

divided into smaller groups 
of two people each to 

locate the result.  

ASSESS
The positive test group is 
retested as two individual 

tests to locate the 
COVID+ individual. 

Mirimus clinical labs developed SalivaClear testing, handles testing as well as testing analysis. Coverified’s software features a symptom checker, 
contact tracing, testing results integration, clearance gating, and analytics so you have all the data conveniently organized inside your portal 
making your experience simple and streamlined. 

OUR PARTNERS



BEST IN CLASS PARTNERS

COVERIFIED:
Owned and operated by leading Public 
Health experts

Dedicated to keeping schools open and 
in-person

Easy to use software includes; symptom 
tracker, contact tracing, results manager 
and more

MIRIMUS CLINICAL LABS:
National leader and innovator in the 
pooled-testing space

Dedicated to keeping schools open and 
in-person

Lab is personal and high-touch, you can 
work directly with lab technicians

Founded by a parent-scientist 
concerned about her children learning 
from home10
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QUICK TURN 
AROUND

Turn around for results is within 
24 hours of receipt at the lab

NON-INVASIVE
Saliva-based testing is non-

invasive and requires no trained 
medical personnel

ONE PRICE
We charge one upfront price for all 

three stages of testing, no 
complicated billing

ONE TEST
We use just one saliva sample to 

perform all three stages of 
testing, no recollection is 

required

PEACE OF MIND
Students can presume they are 

negative until a positive pool is found, 
which can lead to improved mental 
health outcomes and better student 

outcomes

NO DISRUPTION
Ongoing, routine testing leads to 
less disruption in the classroom or 

sports team

BENEFITS OF POOLED TESTING



WHO CAN USE POOLED TESTING? 
Any organization that meets regularly to meet Covid-19 compliance

BUSINESSES,  
ORGANIZATIONS

& EVENTS

SCHOOLS & 
CAMPUSES

FAITH BASED 
OR CARE FACILITIES

SPORTS & 
AFTER-SCHOOL
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WHO IS USING POOLED-TESTING?
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Wellesley Public Schools, Wellesley Massachusetts (case studies 
are available).

NBA – implemented saliva-based testing after nasal swab fatigue and credited 
the testing protocol to a regular 2021 season.

USA Rowing

USA Boxing

NFL – announced that all players, including vaccinated, 
will be tested every 7 days

St. Johns Athletics / St. Johns Campus

Almost all college campuses

Many private schools in NJ



QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS
For more information, visit:

Septemberhealth.com
@septemberhealth

info@septemberhealth.com
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